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Introduction

This scheme amendment request seeks to rezone the 
subject site from ‘Mixed Business’ to ‘Residential’ (R60) 
with an ‘Additional Use’ of ‘Short Stay Accommodation’. 
TPG + Place Match (TPG) on behalf of Lampton Pty Ltd, 
the owner of the majority of strata lots at Lot 70 (No.65) 
Tambrey Drive, Nickol (the subject site) is pleased to 
present the following Scheme Amendment request to 
the City of Karratha (the City). 

The subject site is zoned Mixed Business and is currently 
occupied by an accommodation facility approved as 
Transient Workforce Accommodation (TWA). Lampton 
Pty Ltd. (and other owners) have expressed a desire to 
transition the use of some of the lots to residential or 
short stay purposes. Due to the commercial nature of 
the Mixed Business zone, the site is currently constrained 
in terms of the ability for these uses to be provided, 
even though they are generally better aligned with the 
surrounding residential amenity.

Over the past number of years the City has also begun 
a shift in policy, seeking to reduce the amount of TWA 
specific development within the municipality and 
advocating for more permanent housing and non TWA 
specific worker accommodation, so this proposal is 
believed to be well aligned with the City’s objectives.

A successful rezoning of the subject site will allow 
for various residential outcomes and short stay 
accommodation to be considered by the City at the site, 
better utilising the current development and responding 
to the shift in worker accommodation policy and the 
City’s Strategic direction relating to housing diversity and 
supply.
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Subject Site

Property Description
The subject site is located within the suburb of 
Nickol within the City of Karratha (the City) and is 
bound by Tambrey Drive to the south, Bathgate 
Road to the east, Matebore Street to the west 
and low density residential development to the 
north. The site is adjacent to the future Tambrey 
Neighbourhood Centre and is currently occupied by 
an accommodation facility approved as a TWA. 

Described as Lot 70 (No.65) Tambrey Drive, Nickol, 
the subject site comprises of 24 built strata 
titles. The site has a total area of 3,747m2 and is 
afforded a frontage of 69 metres to Tambrey Drive, 
31.5 metres to Matebore Street and 31 metres to 
Bathgate Road and is provided access via a single 
crossover on Matebore Street. The strata particulars 
of the site are detailed in the following table.

Lot Survey 
Plan

Vol/Fol Registered Proprietor

1 S46181 2577/710 Lampton Pty Ltd

2 S46181 2577/711 Lampton Pty Ltd

3 S46181 2577/712 Lampton Pty Ltd

4 S46181 2577/713 Lampton Pty Ltd

5 S46181 2577/714 Julie Maree Fewster

6 S46181 2577/715 Julie Maree Fewster

7 S46181 2577/716 Darcy Robert Leo

8 S46181 2577/717 Lampton Pty Ltd

9 S46181 2577/718 Lampton Pty Ltd

10 S46181 2577/719 Lampton Pty Ltd

11 S46181 2577/720 Lampton Pty Ltd

12 S46181 2577/721 Lampton Pty Ltd

13 S46181 2577/722 Peter Jon Harris

14 S46181 2577/723 Lampton Pty Ltd

15 S46181 2577/724 Lampton Pty Ltd

16 S46181 2577/725 David James Ingleson

17 S46181 2577/726 Jeffrey Eric Newton and Wendy Ann Newton

18 S46181 2577/727 Lampton Pty Ltd

19 S46181 2577/728 Lampton Pty Ltd

20 S46181 2577/729 Theresa Ann Baruffi and Jacquline Helen Schutz

21 S46181 2577/730 Lampton Pty Ltd

22 S46181 2577/731 Lampton Pty Ltd

23 S46181 2577/732 Julie Maree Fewster

24 S46181 2577/733 Colin John Campbell

Refer to Appendix A – Survey Plan
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Site Context
The surrounding development is typified by low-density 
residential development with the future Tambrey 
Neighbourhood Centre located directly south of the 
site. The Tambrey Neighbourhood Centre will provide a 
range of retail and commercial uses, providing everyday 
household needs within walking distance of the subject 
site and providing a logical opportunity to provide a 
higher density residential and accommodation at the 
subject site, optimising the number of people living or 
staying within walking distance of the centre. 

The subject site is well position in relation to providing 
a residential base to a number of local retail and 
community amenities with the site being located 
approximately 500 metres north east of the Tambrey 
Tavern and Tambrey Primary School, 1 kilometre south 
west of the Tambrey Mosque and Tambrey Baptist 
Church and 1.5 kilometres north west of the Karratha 
Public Library, Karratha Leisureplex and Karratha Senior 
High School. The subject site is also located within 
walking distance of a number of pubic parks and open 
spaces. The subject site is located 3.5 kilometres east 
of the Karratha City Centre and is afforded excellent 
access to the regional road network via Bathgate Road 
connecting the site to Dampier Highway providing a 
linkage to Karratha Airport. 

Refers to Figures 1 and 2– Location Plan, Aerial Photograph

Current Development
The current approval for the subject site relates to an 
accommodation facility, which was approved as a TWA. 
The development is made up of 24 self-contained single 
bed units, each provided with separate living/kitchen 
and bathroom and laundry facilities. An outdoor living 
area and storage room with an internal dimension of 
4m2 is also provided for each unit. The development 
includes 27 parking bays representing a ratio of one 
bay per unit with three in excess. When the current 
development is assessed against the Residential Design 
Codes (R-Codes), then based on the plot ratio/density it 
is consistent with a grouped dwelling development at an 
R60 density. 

Refer to Figure 3 – Site Plan
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Figure 1– Location Plan

Level 7, 182 St Georges Terrace, Perth Western Australia 6000
PO Box 7375 Cloisters Square, Perth Western Australia 6850
Tel +61 8 9289 8300 Fax +61 8 9321 4786 www.tpgwa.com.au
The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd ABN 36 097 273 222

This concept has been prepared for the purpose of meeting client specications. The drawing does not constitute an invitation, agreement or contract (or any part thereof) of any kind whatsoever.   
Although care has been taken in the compilation of this drawing by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd, and all parties associated with the proposed property development disclaim all responsibility for any 
errors or omissions. The right is reserved to change the plan at any time.  Liability is expressly disclaimed by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd for any loss or damage which may be sustained by any person 
acting on any visual impression gained from this drawing.
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Figure 2– Aerial Photograph

Level 7, 182 St Georges Terrace, Perth Western Australia 6000
PO Box 7375 Cloisters Square, Perth Western Australia 6850
Tel +61 8 9289 8300 Fax +61 8 9321 4786 www.tpgwa.com.au
The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd ABN 36 097 273 222

This concept has been prepared for the purpose of meeting client specications. The drawing does not constitute an invitation, agreement or contract (or any part thereof) of any kind whatsoever.   
Although care has been taken in the compilation of this drawing by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd, and all parties associated with the proposed property development disclaim all responsibility for any 
errors or omissions. The right is reserved to change the plan at any time.  Liability is expressly disclaimed by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd for any loss or damage which may be sustained by any person 
acting on any visual impression gained from this drawing.
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Figure 3 – Site Plan
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Although care has been taken in the compilation of this drawing by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd, and all parties associated with the proposed property development disclaim all responsibility for any 
errors or omissions. The right is reserved to change the plan at any time.  Liability is expressly disclaimed by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd for any loss or damage which may be sustained by any person 
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Planning Context

City of Karratha Draft Local 
Planning Strategy Part A
The City is progressing a new Local Planning Strategy 
(the Strategy), which is currently in draft form and at the 
time of writing this report was being advertised. The 
Strategy advocates for an increase in housing diversity 
throughout the municipality, with particular focus on 
Karratha. The Strategy states “Activity in medium and 
high density dwellings in the City (i.e. townhouses, duplex 
units and apartments) was significantly lower than for 
detached dwellings. This is attributable to a lack of these 
dwelling types being available, rather than a preference 
from residents.”

The Strategy also states “continued creation of greater 
housing diversity, in particular greater number and variety 
of smaller households, is critical to accommodating future 
demand associated with the following demographic 
trends: 

• The promotion of vibrant alternative inner city 
lifestyle and housing choices, and avoiding the 
continued creation of homogenous residential 
suburbs; 

• Addressing housing affordability, without which 
there is little prospect of reaching a higher 
resident population scenario (and associated 
benefits in terms of enhanced service provision); 

• First home owner opportunities essential to 
accommodating staff involved in the lower paid 
service industry and the tourism/hospitality 
sector; and 

• Aging-in-place opportunities (facilitating 
retention of the significant increase in older 
residents, and negating continued exodus of the 
City’s youth)”. 

The Strategy seeks to ensure a mix of housing types and 
density options generally as follows: 

• 75% low to medium housing with a wide range 
of lot sizes;

• 15% medium to high density grouped dwellings; 
and

• 10% apartment buildings. 

The Strategy identifies a need for an increase in short-
stay accommodation, advocating statutory controls to 
ensure accommodation providers retain an adequate 
supply of facilities for short-stay/visitor use, rather than 
transient workers.

The rezoning will establish the ability to repurpose the 
subject site to provide alternative forms of housing, 
and appropriate levels of increased density residential 
development as identified by the draft Strategy and 
reducing the amount of TWA specific accommodation in 
the City.

Karratha 2020
The Karratha 2020 Vision and Community Plan, was 
prepared by the then Shire of Roebourne in partnership 
with the State Government and industry. The document 
assesses Karratha’s infrastructure and service needs in 
response to anticipated future population growth. 

Key themes highlighted by the document include the 
need to provide affordable, non-mining related office, 
commercial and retail space to facilitate economic 
diversity as well the provision of a range of family 
services such as child care facilities.

The document also highlights the need to provide 
affordable housing to address the escalating costs of 
housing and the need to provide a diverse variety of 
housing types that appeal to a greater variety of family 
types and increase the town’s liveability.
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The proposed scheme amendment will assist with 
achieving the objectives envisaged under the document 
by providing non-mining related employment, a variety of 
housing types and tourist accommodation within the City.

Karratha City of the North Plan
The Karratha City of the North Plan (KCNP), adopted 
by the City of Karratha (then Shire of Roebourne) on 
18 May 2010, comprises a series of documents being 
the Karratha City Growth Plan, the Karratha City Centre 
Master Plan and the Implementation Blueprint. Together, 
these documents identify a range of spatial and non-
spatial requirements to guide the future growth of 
Karratha into a regional city of 50,000 residents.

The KCNP provides a basis for guiding decision 
makers in assessing rezoning, subdivision and 
development applications as well as the provision of 
infrastructure and community facilities over time. As 
such, the proposed scheme amendment will need to be 
considered against the objectives of the KCNP.

Karratha City Growth of Plan
The Karratha City Growth Plan (CGP) is a city–wide 
strategy to guide the future development of Karratha 
into a city of 50,000 residents. Specifically the CGP will 
guide the future spatial and non-spatial development 
requirements for the growth of Karratha, identifying the 
need for land supply, housing diversity, open spaces, 
commercial nodes, entertainment and retail areas, 
as well as the provision of community and servicing 
infrastructure.

The CGP identifies Karratha as a series of neighbourhood 
precincts. Each precinct is described in terms of its 
desired urban character, land use and urban structure 
as well as identifying key assumptions and planning 
considerations requiring further resolution. 

Under the CGP, the site is situated within the ‘Nickol/
Baynton’ precinct which is to be an ‘Enhanced Existing 
Residential’ area with the ‘Potential for Increased Density’. 
The CGP identifies the density mix of Nickol/Baynton as 
mostly small lot development with pockets of medium 
density especially around centres.

The proposed scheme amendment will provide the 
opportunity for the current TWA accommodation to be 
eventually repurposed for residential uses, providing a 

greater diversity in housing options while also providing 
a more flexible option for shot stay and workers 
accommodation.

City of Karratha Town Planning 
Scheme No. 8
Pursuant to the City of Karratha’s Town Planning Scheme 
No. 8 (TPS8) the subject site is currently zoned ‘Mixed 
Business’ and located within the ‘Karratha Precinct’. The 
relevant objectives of the ‘Karratha Precinct’ are to:

• Facilitate the continued growth of Karratha as 
the regional centre of the West Pilbara;

• Develop Karratha as the tourist entry for the 
West Pilbara built upon and taking into account 
the levels of commercial travellers associated 
with resource developments;

• Encourage residential development that will 
accommodate a greater range of lifestyles and 
needs to reflect the broadening population 
base; and

• Encourage the development of tourist resorts, 
short stay accommodation and caravan parks 
that provide for tourists and business travellers.

The proposed scheme amendment responds to the 
above objectives providing an opportunity to provide 
tourist accommodation and a more diverse range 
of housing options for the City, assisting with the 
development of more permanent housing options and 
reducing the amount of TWA developments outside of 
the TWA zone.

Transient Workers Accommodation is defined under 
TPS8 as:

“dwellings intended for the temporary 
accommodation of transient workers and may be 
designed to allow transition to another use or may be 
designed as a permanent facility for transient workers 
and includes a contractor’s camp and dongas”. 

The scheme amendment responds to the definition and 
the intention of TWA developments, as the inclusion of 
Short Stay Accommodation as an Additional Use will 
provide a logical opportunity to transition the current 
TWA facility to an accommodation type that better 
reflects the City’s strategic direction and offers a wider 
cliental base.
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The proposed Additional Use of Short Stay 
Accommodation, is defined by the scheme as:

“premises used for accommodation that may be 
occupied by the same person(s) for a maximum period 
of three months within any twelve month period, and 
are not subject to a residential tenancy agreements 
(residential leases)”.

Due to the commercial nature of the Mixed Business 
zone, all residential uses are considered ‘Prohibited’ 
(‘X’) uses pursuant to Table 1 of TPS8. This limits the 
potential uses for the site to commercial based pursuits, 
which are contrary to the amenity of surrounding 
residential development. The rezoning of the subject 
site to Residential (R60) will allow for greater flexibility 
for the provision of diverse residential development 
in the future that will better reflect the amenity of the 
immediate residential surroundings of the subject site.

Refer to Figure 4 – TPS8 Extract

Tambrey Neighbourhood Centre 
Structure Plan
The Tambrey Neighbourhood Structure Plan has been 
prepared to facilitate the approval and development 
of a Neighbourhood Shopping Centre and associated 
residential development at Tambrey on the corner of 
Dampier Road and Bathgate Road. The Structure Plan 
seeks to allow uses consistent with the ‘Town Centre’ 
zone over the land pursuant to TPS8, to achieve a range 
of retail, commercial and residential outcomes for the 
site. 

In the short term, it is intended to establish a full line 
supermarket and associated specialty retail, restaurant 
and tavern amenities near the intersection of Bathgate 
Road and Dampier Highway. The Structure Plan is 
currently being considered by the Council and is 
expected to be adopted before final approval is then 
granted by the Western Australian Planning Commission 
(WAPC).

The Tambrey Neighbourhood Centre will provide a 
range of commercial, entertainment and retail activities 
to service the subject site. The close proximity to the 
neighbourhood centre provides a logical opportunity 
to encourage higher density permanent residential and 
short stay accommodation at the subject site to optimise 
the number of people living or staying within walking 
distance of the centre.

Local Planning Policy 10 – Transient 
Workforce Accommodation
Local Planning Policy 10 – Transient Workforce 
Accommodation (LPP10) was prepared the City to 
provide guidance and design standards for future TWA 
developments within the City. LPP10 details the City’s 
position on TWA facilities with the relevant positions as 
follows:

• The Council acknowledges the critical role 
Transient Workforce Accommodation plays 
during the construction phase of major resource 
projects and to accommodate peak short-
term workforce requirements associated with 
maintenance shut downs;

• The Council’s aspiration is that workforce 
accommodation needs should be met as much 
as possible through more permanent forms 
of town-based accommodation, rather than 
transient workforce accommodation; and

• The Council’s preference is for operational 
workers to be town-based and the City will work 
with companies to pursue options for increasing 
town-based workers. 

While the City acknowledges the role TWA facilities 
provide, there is a strong desire to provide 
worker accommodation through various forms of 
accommodation which are more permanent in nature. 
The City also wishes to see operational workers 
be town based, which requires more permanent 
residential developments within the City and a more 
diverse housing base to cater for various worker 
demands. As such, the proposed scheme amendment 
responds appropriately to the City’s position on TWA 
developments, facilitating the opportunity to provide 
more permanent of dwellings as well as worker 
accommodation outside of TWAs, but in locations where 
the local tavern becomes the wet mess, the nearby 
restaurants become the dining hall, the commercial 
laundromat the ‘in house washing’ and the local gym the 
exercise room.
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Figure 4 – TPS8 Extract
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This concept has been prepared for the purpose of meeting client specications. The drawing does not constitute an invitation, agreement or contract (or any part thereof) of any kind whatsoever.   
Although care has been taken in the compilation of this drawing by The Planning Group WA Pty Ltd, and all parties associated with the proposed property development disclaim all responsibility for any 
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Proposed Amendment

Rezoning and Additional Use
This proposal seeks approval to zone Lot 70 (No.65) 
Tambrey Drive, Nickol from its current ‘Mixed Business’ 
zone under the City of Karratha Town Planning Scheme 
No.8 to ‘Residential - R60’ and add an ‘Additional 
Use’ notation for ‘Short Stay Accommodation’. The 
amendment will allow for the existing TWA uses on the 
site to transition overtime to more permanent residential 
uses, which better reflect the surrounding development 
and also allow for short stay accommodation, either on 
a managed group basis or on an individual basis such as 
an ‘Air BnB’ or the like.

Refer to Figure 5 – Proposed Rezoning (also as Appendix B)

While the site is just to the north of the future Tambrey 
Centre, it sits in a predominately single residential street 
block, with similar development to the north. Other 
permitted and contemplated uses within the current 
Mixed Business zone, outside of the current approval, 
could be detrimental to the amenity of the surrounding 
residential development, so there is currently little 
opportunity for appropriate transition to other uses. 
The proposed rezoning will allow for the units to be 
repurposed for more complementary uses to that of 
the surrounding residential area, while also providing a 
greater more flexibility for redevelopment in the future.

The proposed Additional Use designation for ‘Short 
Stay Accommodation’ will provide an opportunity for 
an accommodation service currently undersupplied in 
the City in an excellent location, adjacent to existing and 
future amenities, with strong connection to the Karratha 
Airport and major road transport networks. In terms of 
potential impacts, Short Stay Accommodation would 
have a very similar type or even less of an impact on 
surrounding residents than a TWA facility.

The proposed scheme amendment will provide an 
opportunity to diversify the range of long and short 
stay accommodation options within the City of 
Karratha and transition the subject site from its current 

TWA operations to more complementary residential 
development and workforce accommodation that better 
integrates and reflect the surrounding development.

The proposed residential density of R60 is considered 
appropriate when considering the current development 
against the R-Codes, which provides 24 units on a 
3,747m2 site, the equivalent of some 156m2/ dwelling 
(equating to the R60 density but allowing non-single 
residential development). The current accommodation 
facility meets most of the key, provisions for grouped 
dwellings, including the requirements for stores, outdoor 
living areas, and car parking. If the subject site were 
repurposed for entirely grouped dwellings the only major 
variation that would be required would be visitor parking 
if all of the units were used solely for grouped dwellings.  
However as the site is expected to be repurposed 
gradually, and for various accommodation types it is not 
expected all will be repurposed for grouped dwellings 
and therefore 3 visitor bays is likely to be considered 
suitable. 

It is important to note however, any proposed change 
of use would need to be assessed on its own merit and 
against the local planning framework and R-Codes.

Refer to Appendix B – Scheme Amendment Map
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Figure 5 – Proposed Rezoning (also as Appendix B)
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Planning Merit

Whilst the subject site is located directly opposite a 
future neighbourhood centre, it is currently in an area 
of Karratha that is typified by low density residential 
development.  It is believed that the original ‘Mixed 
Business’ zone may have been established to be an 
appropriate interface between the service station 
opposite and the residential area beyond and to try 
and encourage some local employment nodes.  It 
is considered however, that given the nature of the 
existing development and the fact that the Tambrey 
Neighbourhood Centre is now going to allow all uses 
advocated by the Town Centre zone, that the subject 
short stay/residential development is an appropriate 
interface and that all commercial uses advocated by 
the Mixed Business zone should be consolidated into 
the neighbourhood centre itself to assist in creating 
an employment node and enhance the viability of 
the centre to facilitate its development and ongoing 
operation. The Mixed Business zone is therefore no 
longer considered the most appropriate zoning for the 
site.

Since the initial approval for the current TWA 
development itself, the City of Karratha has also 
undergone significant changes in demographics and 
economic activity. It has become apparent that TWA 
specific developments are no longer appropriate for 
the majority of the City. As such, strategic direction 
and statutory measures of the City have been 
updated to reflect this shift. The proposed scheme 
amendment will allow for an alternate development 
application to be lodged for permanent and tourism 
based accommodation that is more appropriate and 
complementary to the City’s position on workforce 
accommodation and strategic housing objectives.  

The proposed amendment is considered consistent with 
the orderly and proper planning for the site as follows:

• The proposed rezoning of the subject site from 
Mixed Business to Residential (R60) provides the 
opportunity to use the existing development 

on the site for a permanent residential use, 
assisting with realising a number of objectives 
for the Karratha Precinct detailed in TPS8;

• The proposed scheme amendment will allow 
for greater flexibility in uses of the subject site, 
which better reflect and integrates the existing 
residential development and amenity that 
immediately surrounds it;

• The inclusion of Short Term Accommodation 
as an additional use for the subject site will 
provide for the flexibility for the site to be used 
for permanent accommodation whilst also 
providing for the properties to be leased on 
short term basis when there is for demand for 
holiday accommodation.  This helps foster the 
tourism industry, whilst still providing for an 
appropriate residential amenity expectation on 
the site;

• The proposed residential density of R60 will 
allow for both the current development to 
remain onsite and a change of use application 
to be lodged resulting in a more complementary 
permanent residential use to occur on site, 
better reflecting the existing residential 
development surrounding the site, whilst 
providing for a future diversity of product and 
higher density to be located near a place of high 
amenity and employment;

• The current development, when assessed under 
the R-Codes meets a number of the deemed 
provision including; site area, resident car 
parking, storage, outdoor living area and open 
space. As such, no significant alterations would 
be required to the development to allow for 
permanent residential uses to occur;

• The proposed scheme amendment will assist in 
realising the dwelling diversity and permanent 
workforce accommodation objectives detailed 
in the City of Karratha draft Local Planning 
Strategy and Karratha 2020; and 
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• The subject site is located within close 
proximity to a number of civic and commercial 
developments and is well located to be serviced 
by the Tambrey Neighbourhood Centre once 
developed.

The proposed Scheme Amendment represents the 
logical, orderly and proper zoning of the land that 
is consistent with both the current strategic vision 
prescribed by the Draft Local Planning Strategy and also 
the statutory objectives highlighted by the Scheme. The 
rezoning and provision of Short-Stay Accommodation as 
an additional use at the subject site will assist with the 
diversification of housing market, providing a currently 
under supplied housing typology while providing more 
appropriate workers accommodation in the region. 
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Summary and Conclusion

The Scheme Amendment proposes to rezone 
Lot 70 (No.65), Nickol from ‘Mixed Business’ to 
‘Residential’ (R60) with an additional use of ‘Short Stay 
Accommodation’.

The requested change in zoning will facilitate a logical 
opportunity to repurpose the subject site for residential 
purposes, offering a diverse housing mix within close 
proximity to the future Tambrey Neighbourhood Centre 
and with excellent connection to major roads and 
Karratha Airport and provide more permanent workers 
accommodation.

The proposed Scheme Amendment is therefore 
considered to be consistent with orderly and proper 
planning and will ensure the appropriate use of the site 
and development opportunities that will enhance the 
amenity of the site and surrounding area.

For these reasons it is respectfully requested that the 
scheme amendment request is initiated by the City of 
Karratha. 
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Appendix A

Survey Plan
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Appendix B

Scheme Amendment Map
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